The Berlin Blockade
Road and water accesses to western Berlin were blocked on 18 June 1948. All planes numbers has to be greater than or equal to 0
(4) In summary:
• A set of variables, must be greater than or equal to 0
• A set of linear inequality constrains
• An object function to optimize (maximize or minimize)
3. Solving the linear programming problem and simplex algorithm
(1) Basic idea:
• Optimal solutions are from the corner points of the solution space. Therefore, we just go over each corner point and find the optimal one.
• Simplex algorithm starts with one corner point, and the follows the edges to reach other corner points.
(2) Standard form:
• Cost function for maximization: 3x 1 x 2 2x 3
• Constrains are always less than or equal to a constant:
• All variables are greater than or equal to 0:
• All linear programming problems can be converted to standard form (3) Slack form:
• Cost function for maximization:
• Equivalent to standard form (4) Goal of simplex algorithm: Switching the variables on both sides of the constrains, and transform the cost function under the following form is achieved:
First switch x 1 and x 6 using the last constraint: 
Analysis and other issues of simplex algorithm and linear programming:
(1) Result found by simplex is turly optimal:
Duality by John Von Neumann (2) Terminations:
• May not terminate, can loop among slack forms.
• To avoid loop, follow Bland's rule:
• Choose the lowest-numbered (i.e., leftmost) variable with a positive cost.
• Choose the constraints that mostly limits the value of the leaving variable; if there are multiple constraints with the same limits, choose the one that lowest-numbered.
(3) Complexity:
• There are n original variable; m constraints yields m added variables
• Each slack form is basically choosing m variables to put in the left side of the equations.
Therefore, there are  mn m  ways to choose these variables.
• Given a fixed set of m variables on the left side, there is only one slack form.
• Therefore, there are at most  mn m  pivot operations.
• Simplex algorithm is no polynomial time. However, linear programming has been shown to have strong polynomial time solution.
• In practice simplex algorithm is very fast for most linear programming problems.
(4) Finding the correct starting point:
• Because simplex follows the simplex algorithm follows the edges to find corner points, if the start point is not on the edge, simplex algorithm will break.
• 0-point is not always feasible.
• Auxiliary problem: Adding a new variable
• Slack form of the auxiliary problem:
• Transform the slack from by switching x 0 and x 4 :
• Solve this problem with simplex:
• Replace x 0 with 0, and put x 2 back into the original problem:
And we have a feasible starting point to work on.
(5) Feasibility:
If the auxiliary problem maximum value is 0, then the original problem is feasible. The original is first checked with its auxiliary problem, if the problem is feasible, it is then computed using simplex. (1) Min weight vertex cover: Given a set of vertices V and edges E and vertex weights W, find a set S with minimal weight, where S is a subset of V, and for every edge, at lest one of its vertices is in S.
Minimize ∑ 
